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Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

Front-page News

Some events of the day

Fireworks on "Lach de Soraga"

Lach de Soraga (picture) is, with Fedaia lake (2030 m)
one of the two artificial basins in Fassa. The water
mirror, between Soraga and Moena (400.000 square
metres), was realised after the First World War and
feeds the hydroelectric plants in Predazzo.

A jubilation of colours that makes the sky
sparkle, enlightening the skyline of Roda di Vael,
that recalls the outline of King Laurin, and the
walls of Vallacia, made more enchanted by the
reflection of the fireworks on Lach de Soraga.
The pyrotechnic show of tonight at 9.00 p.m.,
on the lake, is unmissable, and stretches even to
Moena. This has been the correctly guessed
location of the show for years, still under the
spirit of the Feast of the Assumption, where the
games created by the fireworks multiply in the
blue mirror and where the roar becomes
stronger thanks to the echo created by the near
mountains. The area surrounding the lake is
perfect to enjoy from the first to the last bang
and can be reached from the two villages along
a pleasant walk when the night comes.

Schuhplattler show
Canazei
All day long – Piaz Marconi square. This folk group
from Campitello, born after the Second World War,
performs on singular choreographies based on
thighs, calfs and shoes soles, gladdening the
presentation of the weekly program of the village
events.

So many adventures for Robin Hood
Vigo di Fassa
4.30 p.m. – Playground. Freely taken from Alexandre
Dumas’ book, the show for children and adults by
Silvia and Carlo Salvaterra.

"Spritz" music notes
Campitello di Fassa

Amazing hikes

Passepartout

9.00 p.m. – Piaz de Ciampedel. Freaky music night
with the tracks played and sang by the brilliant trio
"Spritz Band".

From Fontanazzo to Camerloi to
Campitello

"Pitores e Colores", so much fun

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

Along path n. 577 leave Fontanazzo di Sotto and
continue to the crossroads with the forest road
on the left. At the junction with the forest road
that comes from Mazzin, ascend to the left. Pass
over an aedicule and enter the plain on the
valley, going on climbing. You will arrive to
Rifugio Dona and to a narrowing and a plain that
joins with path n. 580 Cross the meadows of
Camerloi and as the path climbs again, leave
path n. 580, going on on the right to Pas de
Ciaréjoles. The path goes down to Val Duron in
the wide clearing of Ciamp de Grévena. Cut
through the alders' wood to the bottom of the
valley (0,45 h; 3,30 hrs) and go along the path
that brings to Rifugio Micheluzzi, at 1850 m
(0,45 h; 4,15 hrs), and thence to Campitello
(5,00 hrs).

Pencils, paper, brushes, dyes and palettes. In
front of these materials, children look forward to
go wild with their fantasy, better when guided by
experts giving advices, like those of "Pitores e
Colores". This is the case of the workshop that
takes place today at the Ladin Museum in Sèn
Jan (Vigo), from 4.45 p.m. to 6.00 p.m., to have
fun learning the traditional painting techniques.
Not only, while painting, they will hear the
narration of painters from Fassa, who have
characterized a segment of the valley's history,
travelling to Tyrol, where they worked as
decorators and who left witness of the
techniques, colors and symbols used. The
workshop is for children from four to 10 years
(€ 3). Parents can visit the museum for a
reduced price ( € 3).

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
On the 26th of December 1805, the Hapsburg were deprived of Tyrol, joined with Bavaria Kingdom,
satellite of the French. Also Fassa became part of it. First, the Valley was under Chiusa, in Val
d'Isarco, but in March 1807 it was fastened to Giudizio di Cavalese, that was under Bolzano. In 1808
South Tyol was divided in two districts, one (in the area of the Adige) with Trento as main city, to
which also Fassa referred to, and the other in the area of Isarco. The new State executed
authoritarive reforms and started a fight to the local Church, that annoyed the mountain people.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

19/08/2014 (9.00 a.m.)
Climbing course for children (7-14
years old): here the gym is vertical!
Canazei

19/08/2014 (9.00 a.m.)
Colvere MTB tour. Booking at Sport
Check Point (excursion against
payment).
Moena
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